Abstract. \Ibots" (Integrating roBOTS) is a computer experiment i n group learning. It is designed to understand how t o use reinforcement learning to program automatically a team of robots with a shared mission. Moreover, we are interested in deriving genuine team solutions. These are policies whose form strongly depends on the number of robots composing the team, on their individual skills and weaknesses, and on any other mission boundary condition which m a k es it worth to prefer \at a team level" certain solutions to others. The Ibots learn to accomplish the integration mission by means of a reinforcement signal which m e asures their performance as a team. This form of payo leads to genuine team solutions. Bene ts and drawbacks of using a single team payo as opposed to individual robot payo s are discussed.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning 1] provides us with a framework to achieve selfprogramming, adaptive robots. In single robot missions, the reinforcement signal directly evaluates the behavior of the only robot in charge of the task. The picture changes as many robots are acting synchronously, with no knowledge about teammate activities. In this scenario, if the reinforcement signal re ects the whole team performance, each single robot is faced with the problem of deciding to what extent its own behavior has contributed to the overall team's good or bad score: this is the robot credit assignment problem.
The robot credit assignment problem can be bypassed in at least two w ays. A rst way is to enable communication between teammates 2, 3, 4] . If a robot is aware of other robots' perceptions and actions, then it is in a position to make sense out of a global team payo . But communication is not always possible technically and it tends to become a bottleneck as the team size increases 5].
A second way o f a voiding the robot credit assignment problem is to measure each robot's individual performance instead of team performance. In 6, 7 ] this idea is applied to the training of a group of real robots in a puck collection task. Each robot in the team learns a personal policy through individual payo . For example, a robot is rewarded whenever it either grasps a puck or drops a puck at a home area. In this framework, a single robot is not interested in the performance of its teammates, because it addresses the mission in an individualistic sense. We s e e two drawbacks in this approach. First: its assumption is that team performance indirectly increases because individual performance increases. However, if the robots do not learn the task at a similar pace, it cannot be guaranteed that each robot will learn and participate to the mission. If not all robots learn how t o c o n tribute to the mission, the team performance will be suboptimal. As an example, suppose that in the puck collection task one robot in the team manages to learn the individually optimal policy after a few trials. This \super-robot" will collect most of the pucks by itself, diminishing the learning opportunities of its teammates because pucks are a limited, shared r esource. Second: where do the policies learnt b y the robots converge? They will converge to the optimal policy for a robot carrying out the mission by itself. The robots will behave as \clones" of a robot designed to work alone. We feel this violates the spirit of team learning, which should be aimed instead at producing genuine team solutions.
Genuine team solutions are p olicies whose shape i s s t r ongly in uenced by the number of robots composing the team, by each robot's skills and weaknesses, and by any other mission boundary condition which is relevant for discriminating \at a t e am level" some good solutions against some others.
To obtain truly team solutions, one should use team payo s at the price of dealing with the ambiguity posed b y t h e r obot credit assignment problem.
Experiments along this line are illustrated in recent w orks 8, 9, 10]. In 8] a team of simulated agents learns signaling behaviors to e ciently solve an objectgathering task in an unknown and changing environment. The reinforcement signal is based on the total time needed by the team to gather all the objects in the workspace. Experiments are carried out under several conditions: with teams of di erent size, with a variable number of objects, and with di erent object distributions. Statistical analysis of the results shows that the team is able to discover a near-to-optimal signaling policy given speci c mission conditions. In 9] a team of Q-learning agents is engaged in the real-world problem of elevator dispatching. Each a g e n t is responsible for controlling one elevator car. Two di erent c o n trol architectures are tested. In the parallel architecture, the agents share a single neural network which models a common policy: this allows the agents to learn from each others experiences but forces them to use identical policies. In the decentralized architecture, the agents learn personal networks, which allow t h e m to specialize their control policies. In both architectures, the team receives as global payo the sum of squared wait times of passengers. Results obtained in simulation surpass the best known heuristic elevator control algorithm. This paper presents \Ibots" (Integrating roBOTS) 10], a computer experiment in collective robotics designed to understand how to use reinforcement learning to program automatically a team of robots with a shared mission. The \integration" mission is an arti cial task for robots, but it addresses several issues commonly arising in group learning, such a s : sharing a limited r esource in a way which is bene cial for the team learning public or private policies learning by trial-and-error from a global team payo . Experimental results show that the Ibots learn to adapt their behavior to the actual team size and to di erent mission boundary conditions, as well as to each robots's special skill or limitation. The robot credit assignment problem (which arises when the Ibots learn private policies without communication) i s h a n d l e d w i t h rules analogous to those used in connectionist reinforcement learning to solve the network structural credit assignment problem 11]. After all, a neural net is a good example of a set of partially independent a g e n ts which learn to act well as a team. In a similar way, the Ibots manage to learn genuine team solutions.
Ibots
The mission for the Ibots is to guess the integral I (0 I 1) of an arbitrary gray Region drawn on the white ground of a squared arena (Fig. 1, left) .
How are robots turned into Ibots? Let us rst consider the case of a team composed of one Ibot.
One Ibot
The Ibot's control program P r o g lets it explore the arena while sampling the ground color. By activating P r o g , the Ibot performs a trial run (Fig. 1, middle) .
A trial starts from a random location in the arena. It is a sequence of N max elementary movements separated by stops. Whenever the Ibot stops, it samples the ground color. A \gray" reading gives evidence for the sample to be \inside Region", a \white" reading is interpreted as \outside Region". At t h e e n d o f t h e trial, the Ibot returns the numberN in of samples inside Region.Î = N in =N max is its estimate of I at this trial. E = jI ;Îj is the error in the estimate.
How are elementary movements generated? The Ibot control program P r o g depends stochastically on two parameters ( prog prog ) which remain xed during a trial. prog is used to generate a rotation instruction for the Ibot, while prog induces a translation. The semantics of prog and prog is as follows. First, a number is drawn from a uniform distribution in ; prog + prog ]. This is interpreted by t h e Ibot as: \Rotate degrees.". Second, a n umber is drawn from a uniform distribution in 0 prog ]. The interpretation for is: \Translate units in your current heading direction, calling the bumping rule if necessary.". The bumping rule is called when the Ibot meets the arena border before having covered the whole distance . In this case, the Ibot rotates 180 and covers the remaining distance. The bumping rule can be called recursively. In our computer experiment, a rotation instruction is executed by the Ibot in one time unit whatever the rotation angle the execution time of a translation instruction is directly proportional to the distance .
Finally, both program parameters prog and prog take values in a nite range: 0 prog max and 0 prog max . Finally, Ibots are immaterial, they do not collide when their trajectories intersect.
A T eam of Ibots

Programmed Ibots vs. Learning Ibots
The goal of group learning is to nd control programs P r o g i s which lead to estimatesÎ close to I. As each program depends on its parameters i prog and i prog , the target of learning is to discover \good" pairs ( i prog i prog ).
Notice that we k n o w a general solution, namely: 
With this choice of parameters, the Ibots perform a pseudo-random motion and take samples uniformly distributed in the arena. This brings us to the hypothesis of the Monte Carlo method 12] for integration. This states that, by drawing N max points from a uniform distribution in the arena, the error E in the estimate of the integral is probabilistically bounded by N max :
For example, by drawing 100 points, the error in the estimate will not exceed 0.1. Given N max , this result quanti es the admissible error for the Ibots mission.
We call the control programs de ned by Eq. 1 the \programmer solution", because it re ects, in our opinion, the way a programmer would address this robot programming task: by looking for a general solution, which w i l l w ork whatever the number of Ibots in the team, independently of their starting con guration in the arena. Though appealing, we are not interested in this a priori solution. Rather, we are looking for real team solutions established through experience. These should depend on the number of Ibots, on their initial con guration, and on their speci c skills when these latter are no longer homogeneous. { i rand (t) and i rand (t) are uniform random numbersin ; (t) + (t)] (see below for the de nition of (t)) { step and step are constants.
2. The Ibots collectively carry out a trial with the newly generated programs N e w i (t)s.
At the beginning of the trial, the Ibots are positioned at a random con- R(t) = E(t ; 1) ; E(t)
E(t ; 1) can be thought o f a s a n a ve predictor of E(t). 
where , a real parameter, is the learning rate. { (t) = max(jR(t ; 1)j c ). The amount of variation in the new control programs is proportional to the absolute value of the reinforcement signal at previous trial. This is to enhance the tendency of escaping from programs with unpredictable performance, and, viceversa, to favor the convergence towards programs with stable performance. c is a positive constant which maintains a minimal level of exploration in program space when R(t;1) = 0.
In the reinforcement learning panorama, this set-up corresponds to a nonassociative, immediate reward learning problem running on a distributed system. The closest analogy is with a neural net 11] w i t h n o i n p u t s from the environment other than the performance signal itself, and using an adaptive critic to predict its performance. The learning algorithm is expected to guide the team towards admissible and stable control programs.
Experiments
On the \half-full" Region (I = 0 :49) of Fig. 1 , we have r u n repeated learning experiments with Ibots' teams of increasing size (N ibots = 1 : : : 14), with public or private P r o g i s, and starting from clustered or scattered con gurations.
We have also considered Ibots with heterogeneous skills due to di erences in sensing and acting capabilities. In all experiments we have set: N max = 100 To examine the form of learnt programs, a learning experiment w as stopped either after having obtained 10 consecutive admissible estimates, or after a prede ned number of trials, depending on which o f t h e s e t wo e v ents occured rst. Programs learnt b y applying this stopping criterion are called the convergence points of the learning experiment.
One Ibot
The single Ibot experiment i s a p o i n t of reference for comparing results obtained with teams of Ibots. It requires to discover a pair ( prog prog ) w h i c h produces admissible and stable integral estimates. As in this case the program space is bidimensional, one can explore it in a systematic way to test the quality of a signi cant n umber of programs. Thus, before starting the learning experiments, we have run background trials with di erent combinations of prog and prog values. Each combination program was tested on N trials di erent t r i a l s t o h a ve a sample of integral estimatesÎ k . Then, for each program we computed the mean of errors prog (E) and the variance o f e r r ors 2 prog (E):
prog (E) measures the accuracy of the estimates, while 2 prog (E) measures their stability. Figure 2 shows plots of prog (E) (left) and 2 prog (E) ( r i g h t) in the Ibot program space. On the prog (E) p l o t w e h a ve highlighted the contour lines of level 0.1: these lines identify the space of admissible programs. Notice that these programs are also stable. Most of them are distant from the \programmer solution" (180 700). From the 2 prog (E) p l o t w e also remark that not only admissible programs are stable. For example, all \staying in place" programs ( prog = 0 ) h a ve a v ery predictable performance. This makes the learning task more di cult.
The convergence points of 20 learning experiments have been indicated as squares on the left plot of Fig. 2 . Learning stopped in all cases before the limit of 1000 trials. All experiments ended inside the space of admissible and stable programs.
Teams of Ibots
The form of admissible and stable programs completely changes for teams of Ibots.
Public Control Programs. The rst case study we h a ve addressed is that of Ibots equipped with public control programs. As in the single Ibot case, the program space is bidimensional, so we r s t r a n b a c kground trials (with no learning) for teams of increasing size, both for the clustered and the scattered con guration. The results for the largest team of 14 Ibots are shown in Fig. 3 . The left plot is the contour plot of prog (E) for the clustered con guration, while the right plot shows prog (E) for the scattered con guration. On the left plot, the bold line delimits the space of admissible programs for the scattered con guration, all programs are admissible.
By comparing these results with those of Fig. 2 (left) , one observes how t h e single Ibot's solution space \shrinks" or \expands" depending on whether the Ibots are started in the clustered or in the scattered way. W h y?
First, consider the clustered con guration starting condition. As the Ibots begin a trial from the same position and with the same orientation, they have to disperse in the arena in order to explore it. Moreover, the number of samples they are allowed to take as individuals decreases as the team size increases, learning experiments for clustered con gurations ( rst row) and for scattered con gurations (second row). In each plot, the vertical axis is indexed by prog, the horizontal axis by prog.
because the samples budget N max remains the same whatever the team size. As a consequence, in a large team, each Ibot is granted fewer samples and fewer elementary movements to disperse in the arena. Given this constraint, the only way o f a c hieving dispersion in few movements is through control programs with large variability both in translation and in rotation. In conclusion, most of the solutions which are valid for the single Ibot would not work for this team. Second, consider the opposite case where the Ibots start a trial from scattered positions. As they are already uniformly distributed in the arena, any kind of motion program would lead to admissible estimates. Most of this team solutions would not be admissible for the single Ibot. Figure 3 also reports the convergence points of 20 learning experiments for both initial con guration types. Programs which did not converge to admissible and stable estimates within the time limit of 2000 trials are represented by triangles. Not surprisingly, all the experiments for the scattered con guration converged very rapidly (right). On the contrary, for the clustered con guration, not all experiments managed to converge to admissible programs within the prede ned time limit (left). This is due to the fact that the Ibots initial program is P r o g i ( 0 ) = ( 0 0), a bad but very stable program.
Private Control Programs. Figure 4 shows a representative s e t of learning experiments performed with a team of 14 Ibots working with private control programs and started from clustered ( rst row) or scattered con gurations (second row). Each plot shows the programs learnt b y the team within the time limit of 20000 trials. Essentialy, these solutions are similar to those obtained with public control programs: clustered Ibots need large variability in angle and translation, while scattered Ibots don't. This uniformity is not surprising, because the integration task does not require di erentiation in behavior as long as the Ibots have homogeneous skills.
From the point of view of learning, the main di erence between dealing with Private Control Programs for Heterogeneous Ibots. As a last experiment, we forced the learnt c o n trol programs to specialization by di erentiating the Ibots' skills. Figure 6 refers to a learning experiment with a team of two heterogeneous Ibots running private control programs. Ibot 1 (dashed line) translates four times as fast as Ibot 2 (solid line). Moreover, Ibot 2 is blind: its ground color sensor reads \white" whatever its position in the arena.
The strategy discovered by the team to provide admissible and stable estimates is clear from the i prog s a n d i prog s plots of Fig. 6 . The blind Ibot minimizes its catastrophic contribution to the team integral estimates by travelling long Observe that the error E stabilizes to low v alues only when the di erence between 1 prog and 2 prog is su ciently large. Still, Ibot 1 can a ord a parameter of 2 prog = 800 because it moves very fast. Table 1 reports more programs learnt b y this team in 5 repeated experiments. Ibot 1 always travels for shorter distances than Ibot 2. In all experiments, the balance between 1 prog and 2 prog is such that Ibot 1 consistently manages to collect at least 85 out of the 100 samples available to the team.
Conclusions
The aim of the Ibots experiment was to understand how t o use reinforcement learning to program automatically a team of robots with a common mission. In addition, we w anted to derive genuine team solutions.
The learning scenario for the Ibots is applicable to other missions because it relies on weak assumptions. A team reinforcement signal evaluates the behavior of the group as a whole. A limited, common resource constrains the Ibots, but there is no a priori rule to decide how this resource should be shared. When working with private control programs, the Ibots are unaware of teammate control programs.
As a general conclusion, experiments have demonstrated that di erent mission conditions require di erent control programs, and that a simple reinforcement learning procedure c an nd the solutions. The key issue is to optimize team performance instead of individual performance.
As far as the speci c Ibots experiment is concerned, we cannot claim that the solutions discovered by the learning procedure were completely unexpected. However, as robot programmers, we h a ve only a limited intuition on the form of the solutions which are more appropriate for speci c mission conditions. This motivates the use of learning as an alternative to handcrafting the programs for the team. Second: in general, a program which is admissible for a single Ibot is not admissible for a team of Ibots, and viceversa. Thus, we cannot simply nd a solution for one Ibot and clone it n times, n being the team size. The form of the solution to a problem changes as the number of \problem solvers" changes. Moreover, the robots become aware of this fact only if they are confronted with their performance as a team. On the contrary, a group of robots learning from individual payo s would ignore opportunities which become evident only if the task is considered at a team level. Third, the space of admissible programs strongly depends on the number of Ibots involved in the mission and on their initial conguration in the arena. The admissibility space \shrinks" when the team size grows and the Ibots are started in a clustered con guration. On the contrary, t h e admissibility space \enlarges" when the Ibots are started in a scattered con guration. The mission becomes easier in this case because, by initially distributing the Ibots at random in the arena, we bring them close to the problem solution a team of individualistic robots would not be aware of this opportunity. Fourth, when the Ibots work with private control programs, the robot credit assignment problem arises, resulting in longer learning time. Interestingly, the robot credit assignment problem forces the Ibots to learn admissible programs at a similar pace, to prevent \ s l o w" learners from jeopardizing the team mission. Fifth, t h e robot credit assignment problem vanishes when the Ibots learn a public policy, and the learnt policy is still a genuine team solution. The possibility of learning a single public program instead of several private programs should be not overlooked in missions where specialization of robot behavior is not required: the time necessary for the team to learn a public program is much shorter. Finally, sixth, the Ibots with their heterogeneous acting and sensing capabilities manage to specialize private control programs. They take advantage of individual skills and minimize the impact of individual weaknesses. In this way, the \blind" Ibot and the \fast" Ibot nd a solution which is good for the team. This is possible because Ibots do not care about individual performance.
